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DISCLAIMER
SoBigData (654024) is a Research and Innovation Action (RIA) funded by the European Commission under
the Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
SoBigData proposes to create the Social Mining & Big Data Ecosystem: a research infrastructure (RI)
providing an integrated ecosystem for ethic-sensitive scientific discoveries and advanced applications of
social data mining on the various dimensions of social life, as recorded by “big data”. Building on several
established national infrastructures, SoBigData will open up new research avenues in multiple research
fields, including mathematics, ICT, and human, social and economic sciences, by enabling easy comparison,
re-use and integration of state-of-the-art big social data, methods, and services, into new research.
This document contains information on SoBigData core activities, findings and outcomes and it may also
contain contributions from distinguished experts who contribute as SoBigData Board members. Any
reference to content in this document should clearly indicate the authors, source, organisation and
publication date.
The document has been produced with the funding of the European Commission. The content of this
publication is the sole responsibility of the SoBigData Consortium and its experts, and it cannot be
considered to reflect the views of the European Commission. The authors of this document have taken any
available measure in order for its content to be accurate, consistent and lawful. However, neither the
project consortium as a whole nor the individual partners that implicitly or explicitly participated the
creation and publication of this document hold any sort of responsibility that might occur as a result of
using its content.
The European Union (EU) was established in accordance with the Treaty on the European Union
(Maastricht). There are currently 27 member states of the European Union. It is based on the European
Communities and the member states’ cooperation in the fields of Common Foreign and Security Policy and
Justice and Home Affairs. The five main institutions of the European Union are the European Parliament,
the Council of Ministers, the European Commission, the Court of Justice, and the Court of Auditors
(http://europa.eu.int/).
Copyright © The SoBigData Consortium 2015. See http://project.sobigdata.eu/ for details on the copyright holders.
For more information on the project, its partners and contributors please see http://project.sobigdata.eu/. You are
permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document containing this copyright notice, but modifying this
document is not allowed. You are permitted to copy this document in whole or in part into other documents if you
attach the following reference to the copied elements: “Copyright © The SoBigData Consortium 2015.”
The information contained in this document represents the views of the SoBigData Consortium as of the date they are
published. The SoBigData Consortium does not guarantee that any information contained herein is error-free, or up to
date. THE SoBigData CONSORTIUM MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, BY PUBLISHING THIS
DOCUMENT.
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GLOSSARY
ABBREVIATION

DEFINITION

TNA

Trans-National Access

STSM

Short Term Scientific Missions
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DELIVERABLE SUMMARY
This deliverable reports the results of TNA in the first 18 months of SoBigData:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 2 details the transnational access calls in the first 18 months of SoBigData.
Section 3 details plans for subsequent calls.
Appendix A details the call text itself.
Appendix B shows the application form template.
Appendix C is the proposal evaluation template, showing the selection and review criteria.
Appendix D is the agreement template, which needs to be filled in and signed by each approved
candidate.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report details the calls initiated in the reporting period including the user selection process and
outcomes, TA visit reports and self-evaluation. This deliverable also includes the planning for the next call.
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RELEVANCE TO SOBIGDATA

1.1

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT

This document describes the trans-national access activities carried out in the first 18 months of SoBigData.
More specifically, the preparation of the first call for TNA access is detailed, followed by applicant statistics,
review process description, and outcomes.
We also developed a framework agreement and an ethical approval process, to ensure data protection,
ethical, and legal aspects are adhered to.

1.2

RELEVANCE TO PROJECT OBJECTIVES

As detailed below, Transnational access is core to the SoBigData objectives, specifically addressing
community widening and adoption.

1.3

SOBIGDATA PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SoBigData serves the wide cross-disciplinary community of data scientists, i.e., researchers studying all
aspects of societal complexity from a data- and model-driven perspective, including data and text miners,
visual analytics researchers, socio-economic scientists, network scientists, political scientists, humanities
researchers, and more.
The SoBigData RI defines two ways for accessing its services:
Online access offers cutting-edge services for big data and social mining research.
•

The Virtual Access is realized thanks to the e-Infrastructure which offers a web front-end
comprising of a catalogue of SoBigData resources (both data and services) and a set of SoBigData
Virtual Research Environments (VREs) dynamically created to address the requirements of specific
research Experiment
o Virtual Research Environments (VREs) are web-based working environments equipped with
a number of applications, enabling scientists to have access to the set of data, services,
models and algorithms needed to perform their investigation in a collaborative way.

•

Transnational/ On-site access that offers world-leading research expertise from multiple disciplines,
as well as big data computing platforms, big social data resources, and cutting-edge computational
methods. Transnational access is granted by seven national infrastructures. The access will be
granted through project calls in one of the following forms:
o Exploratory projects are research experiments bound to multi-disciplinary themes specified
in the calls and are expected to target data scientists from multiple disciplines, and address
the definition of needed infrastructure resources and knowledge offered by specific hosting
nodes
o Open call, blue-sky projects are targeted at researchers wishing to explore the
infrastructure for their own research topics.
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The way these services are provided depends on the needs of the Final User. In Section 2.4. Actors and Use
Cases for Virtual and Transnational Access, we report a set of use cases; starting from the simplest one,
where the user can download data and/or software, to a complex one when both software and data are
copied from a node to another of the infrastructure. It is important to highlight, that the envisaged data
processing steps will be in compliance with ethical and legal requirements.
Currently, in our catalogue we have heterogeneous 63 datasets1, and more than 70% contains personal
data. We can find trajectory data, mobile call data, twitter data, or retail data. In all these cases, the data
sets contain personal data.

1.4

RELATION TO OTHER WORKPACKAGES

Transnational access draws on all technical SoBigData WPs, as they are developing the infrastructure and
integrating the tools needed for the completion of the transnational access visits.

1.5

STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT

Section 2 details the transnational access calls in the first 18 months of SoBigData. Next Section 3 details
plans for subsequent calls. Appendix A details the call text itself. Appendix B shows the application form
template. Appendix C is the proposal evaluation template, showing the selection and review criteria.
Appendix D is the agreement template, which needs to be filled in and signed by each approved candidate.
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TRANSNATIONAL ACCESS CALLS DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD

The first call for the applications of Trans-National Access (TNA) Funding was released on 10 October 2016
with a closing date of 10 December 2016. The call was requesting applications for Short Term Scientific
Missions (STSM’s) to carry forward big data analysis projects of relevance to SoBigData.
We welcomed applications from individuals with a scientific interest, professionals, startups and innovators
that may benefit from training in data science and social media analytics.
Funding for a short term scientific mission (2 weeks to 2 months) was made available up to €2,500 per
participant (to cover the cost of daily subsistence, accommodation, and European flights). STSM bursaries
were awarded on a competitive basis, according to the procedure described in section 2.1, and based upon
the quality of the applicant, the scientific merit of the proposed project, and their personal statement. Up
to 10 bursaries were made available from SoBigData in the first 2017 call.

Applications were offered to undertake STSM’s at the following institutions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.1

GATE (Societal Debates, Migration Studies) – The Unviersity of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK
SoBigData.it (City of Citizens, Well-being and Economy, Societal Debates, Migration Studies) – The
European Laboratory on Big Data Analyticsand Social Mining, Pisa, Italy
Fraunhofer IGD (Societal Debates) – The Competence Center for Information Visualization and
Visual Analytics, Darmstadt, Germany
UT (Well-being and Economy) – Tallin, Estonia
LUH: L3S Research Center / Leibniz University Hannover (Societal Debates) – Hannover, Germany
Aalto University (City of Citizens, Societal Debates) – The Data Mining Group, Aalto, Finland
ETH Zurich (Migration Studies) – The Computational Social Science Group, Zurich, Switzerland

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

The application process was made up of a short biography of the applicant including qualification and
experience in social media and big data research, the requested project objectives as well as a description
of the work planned, a personal statement including their expected achievements and impact as well as
dissemination plans. See Appendix B.1 Application form.
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SELECTION PROCESS

The selection panel comprises the following members:
Review member

Organisation

Kalina Bontcheva

USFD

Fosca Gianotti

CNR

Claudio Lucchese

CNR

Torsten May

FRA IGD

Jaan Ubi

UT

Thomas Risse

LUH

Michael Mathioudakis

AALTO

Iza Moise

ETHZ

For evaluation purposes each section of the application was ranked on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest).
The areas comprised of: Quality of the applicant; Quality of the proposed research project; Originality of the
proposed research project; Feasibility and Impact on SoBigData. We received 22 applications in our first call
and have agreed to host visits for 13 applicants.

2.3

FIRST CALL: APPLICANT SUMMARY

The first call received 22 applications with 18 being EC applicants and 4 non EU applicants.
Of the 18 EU applications there were 12 successful applicants. Of the 4 non EU applications there was 1
successful applicant.
There were 14 male applications with 7 being successful (all EU). There were 8 female applicants with 6
being successful (5 EU and 1 non EU). This ensured a good gender balance, in line with SoBigData policies.
USFD received 8 applications and 5 were successful; PISA received 9 applications with 6 being successful,
Aalto received 2 applications with 1 successful, Zurich received 1 successful application and Fraunhofer
received one application which was not successful.

2.4

LEGAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES

Prior to the visits commencing, each successful project is reviewed by the host institution from a data
protection, ethical, and legal perspective. Where ethical approval is required by the host institution, the
visitor either has to arrange this through the host institution’s ethical board or provide complete ethical
D6.1 Periodic Reports on TA activities 1
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approval documentation from their own institution, which can be checked and reviewed by the host
institution’s ethical board.
Upon completion of this process, the visitor is requested to sign the formal agreement (see Appendix D),
which sets out their rights and obligations formally.
Each host institution assists their visitors with finding accommodation, obtaining computer registration, and
access to the data and algorithms. Each visitor is assigned at least one supervisor for the duration with their
visit, with whom they meet regularly. Training materials and scientific papers are provided to the visitors in
advance of commencing their STSM visit.
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Overall
score
2
1
5
5
5

Applicant
Quality

2
3
5
5
5

Research
Quality

3
1
5
5
5

Originality

4
1
5
5
5

Feasibility

2
2
5
5
5

5

Decision
Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful
Successful
Successful
Successful

NA

Reviewer
Kalina Bontcheva
Kalina Bontcheva
Claudio Lucchese
Claudio Lucchese
Kalina Bontcheva

5

4
5
4

NA

4
5
4

3
4
5

5

2
4
4

3
5
5

4
5
5
4
5

NA

2
4
4

3
5
5

4
5
5
5
4

4
4
1
3

5
3
5
4

3
5
5

4
4
5
5
5

4
4
1
4

NA

Unsuccessful
Successful
Unsuccessful

3
5
5

4
4
5
5
5

4
5
1
3

5

Unsuccessful
Successful
Successful

4
5
5
5
5

4
4
1
3

NA

Kalina Bontcheva
Claudio Lucchese
Michael
Mathioudakis
Kalina Bontcheva
Claudio Lucchese

Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful

4
4
1
3

Unsuccessful
Successful

Claudio Lucchese
Claudio Lucchese
Claudio Lucchese
Michael
Mathioudakis
Kalina Bontcheva
Claudio Lucchese
Kalina Bontcheva
Kalina Bontcheva

Unsuccessful
Successful
Unsuccessful
Defer

Project Name
Classification of severity of patient's psychological condition using social media data
Aspect-based sentiment analysis using real-time social media data
Multiple aspects clustering of geo-social tracks
Optimizing traffic signal time for cyclists using Big Data
Social Integration of the Syrian Refugees
Analysis of social media chat data for issues and sentiment concerned with a growing social
action movement - Tenants Union UK
Modelling migration of researchers using publication data

Modeling peer and external influence in online social networks
Superdiversity: (big) data analytics at the crossroads of geography, language and emotions
Updating the models of migration using data from social networks
Evaluation in Democracy
Semantic annotation of tweets with LOD concepts

Claudio Lucchese
Iza Moise
Thomas Risse
Kalina Bontcheva
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Pro-n Facebook groups and environments
Connecting Citizens to Science
Spreading phenomena related to innovations, tastes and consumption habits
Prediction of way-points in OSM by means of minimum splitting of routes derived from GPS
traces
Bicriteria Compressed Data Structures
The role of Personal / Egocentric Networks in the Discussions in Social Media

Predictability of individual's future location and time from Wireless network mobility traces
Interplay of the network structure and the Chinese Market Effects in Bitcoin
Adaptive Technology for Healthcare
Anti-Japanese sentiment in China and the role of historical TV dramas

Table 1 – list of projects and their outcomes
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PLANS FOR THE NEXT 18 MONTHS

The following activities are planned for the next 18 months:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

February – 31 July 2017 - Completion of Call 1 trans-national access visits
April - May 2017 – Issue of Call 2 for trans-national access
June-July 2017 – Review of Call 2 applications and announcement of successful projects
Sep 2017 – Mar 2018 – Completion of Call 2 trans-national access visits
October - November 2017 – Issue of Call 3 for trans-national access
December – January 2018 – Review of Call 3 applications and announcement of successful projects
March – July 2018 – Completion of Call 3 trans-national access visits
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APPENDIX A. FIRST CALL FOR SOBIGDATA-FUNDED
TRANSNATIONAL ACCESS

First Call for SoBigData-funded Transnational Access
The SoBigData project invites researchers and professionals to apply to participate in Short
Term Scientific Missions (STSMs) to carry forwards their own big data projects. These
opportunities are offered as part of SoBigData's Transnational Access (TNA) activities and
calls for for applications will be opened every six months.
You should submit your project application form to SoBigData by 25 November 2016.
We welcome applications from individuals with a scientific interest, professionals, startups
and innovators that may benefit from training in data science and social media analytics. The
application form and accompanying instructions will be published here when the call opens
on 15 October 2016.
Funding for a short term scientific mission (2 weeks to 2 months) are available up to
2500 euros per participant (to cover the cost of daily subsistence, accommodation, and
European flights). STSM bursaries are awarded on a competitive basis, according to the
procedure described in the application pack and eligibility criteria below, and based upon the
quality of the applicant, the scientific merit of the proposed project, and their personal
statement. Up to 10 bursaries are available from SoBigData in the first 2017 call.
Applications are invited for access at the following centres (infrastructures):
• Gate (Text and Social Media Mining), University of Sheffield:
• The Natural Language Processing (NLP) group at the University of Sheffield is
one of the largest and most successful research groups in text and social media
mining in the EU. We develop and maintain the world-leading open-source GATE
text and social media mining infrastructure (http://gate.ac.uk), its GATE Cloud
deployment, and its vibrant user community.
• Contact: Kalina Bontcheva k.bontcheva@sheffield.ac.uk
• Location: Sheffield, United Kingdom
• SoBigData.it, Pisa, Italy:
• The European laboratory on Big Data Analytics and Social Mining
(www.SoBigData.it) is aimed at pursuing interdisciplinary research initiatives
connected to the impetus that “big data” and the ICT’s are having on science, and
the socio-economic sciences. Participating groups in the call are: Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining Lab (KDD – ISTI), ‘Networked Multimedia Information
System’ Lab. (NeMIS - ISTI), High Performance Computing Lab (HPC– ISTI), the
Web Applications for the Future Internet (WAFI-IIT), Ubiquitous Internet groups
(UI-IIT), and the Acube Lab (Acube-UNIPI), Quantitative Finance group at the
Scuola Normale Superiore (SNS), IMT School for Advanced Studies Lucca
(NETWORKS Unit)
• Contact: Claudio Lucchese claudio.lucchese@isti.cnr.it
• Location: Pisa, Italy
• Fraunhofer IGD:
• The Competence Center for Information Visualization and Visual Analytics (IVA)
at Fraunhofer IGD is a world-leading research centre for the interactive
visualization of big data. We offer access to visual analytics and information
visualization technologies and methods for multidimensional data, visual text
analysis, and we offer advice in visualization, and interaction design.
• Contact: Thorsten May; thorsten.may@igd.fraunhofer.de
• Location: Darmstadt, Germany
• UT:
UT brings in a curated and inter-linked dataset of Estonian e-government and e-health
service descriptions, detailed statistics of usage of said services, and data
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APPENDIX B. APPLICATION FORM

SoBigData Transnational Access Application form
Application form to be submitted to ta-admin@sobigdata.eu , accompanied by a 2 page CV as an appendix.
Please make it all 1 PDF file.
Family Name

Nationality

First Name

Birth year

Gender (tick the appropriated item):

q female

q male

Home Institution:
Legal Status of Home Institution Code1

Home Institution Country Code2:

Function / Job / Title:

Position Code3:

Mailing Address:
Phone (office):

Phone (mobile):

Fax:

E-mail:

Short Biography(max 500 words )
Please provide details of your academic qualifications and experience in your research area
Note: Please supplementthis with a 2 page CV, as an appendix to your application.

1

UNI=University, RES=Public Research Organisation, SME=Small or Medium Enterprise, PRV=Other and/or profit or not
profit Private Organisation, OTH= Other Organisation

2

AL=Albania, AT=Austria, BE=Belgium, BG=Bulgaria, CH=Switzerland, CY=Cyprus, CZ=Czech Republic, DK=Denmark,
EE=Estonia, FI=Finland, FR=France, DE=Germany, GR=Greece, HR=Croatia, HU=Hungary, IS=Iceland, IE=Ireland,
IL=Israel, IT=Italy, LV=Latvia, LI=Liechtenstein, LT=Lithuania, LU=Luxembourg, MT=Malta, MK=Macedonia,
ME=Montenegro NL=Netherlands, NO=Norway, PL=Poland, PT=Portugal, RO=Romania, SK=Slovakia, SI=Slovenia,
ES=Spain, SE=Sweden, SR=Serbia, TR=Turkey, GB=United Kingdom

3

UND=Undergraduate, PGR=Post graduate (student with a first University degree or equivalent), PDOC=Post-doc
researcher, TEC=Technician, EXP=Experienced researcher (professional researcher).
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Recent Publications (please list 5)

Web page and open code:
Please provide pointers to your web page and any open source code you have on github or
elsewhere.

SoBigData Infrastructure access being applied for:
Name of the host institution:
Start date:

Location:

Specific requests for preparation or training (optional)

Note: Project title, Project objectives and Description of the planned work, and References are
intended to provide information on the project that the applicants are proposing to work on during
the trans-national access at the above named host institution.
Project title:
Project objectives (max 500 words)

D6.1 Periodic Reports on TA activities 1
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Description of the planned work (max 2 pages, figures and tables included)

Personal statement: expected achievements and impact (max 500 words )
Outline the reasons why you are interested in the TNA, what you wish to gain from it, and
how you expect it to contribute to your own research in the future.

Dissemination plans (max 500 words )
Describe how you plan to bring lessons learned in the TNA to the attention of members of
your project team, academic department or organization, or the research community at
large. This could be in the form an informal talk, a brief report, a blog post, or a publication.

D6.1 Periodic Reports on TA activities 1
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References

Main scientific field of the project
Give the particular field of research in your project, e.g., “Social network analysis”, “Natural
Language Processing”, or “Machine Learning”.

1.

Request for SoBigData sponsorship?

q Yes

q No

2.

Any other EU project related to this proposal?

q Yes

q No

In case of positive response, specify:
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

1. How did you hear about SoBigData?
q personal contact
q article

q web page
q conference q twitter
q other (specify)

I confirm that, I will send a Summary Report no later than 2 months after the end of the
access visit, and that the results of the proposed project will be published specifying that the
project leading to the publication has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 programme: "The research leading to these results has received funding from the
European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement
No. 654024 (SoBigData)”

Date:
____________________________
Signature:
____________________________
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APPENDIX C. EVALUATION FORM

SoBigData Transnational Access: Proposal Evaluation form
Completed evaluation forms
K.Bontcheva@sheffield.ac.uk

to

be

sent

Reviewer Name
Gender (tick the appropriated item):

to

ta-admin@sobigdata.eu

AND

Nationality
q female

q male

q prefer not to say

Affiliation:
Home Institution Country Code1

Job Title:

E-mail:

Project title:

Applicant Name:
Applicant’s Institution:
Quality of the applicant:
Please provide a brief summary on the quality of the applicant, based on their CV.

Applicant score (delete as appropriate): 1 – unsatisfactory; 2 – adequate; 3 – good; 4 –
very good; 5 – excellent

1

AL=Albania, AT=Austria, BE=Belgium, BG=Bulgaria, CH=Switzerland, CY=Cyprus, CZ=Czech Republic,
DK=Denmark, EE=Estonia, FI=Finland, FR=France, DE=Germany, GR=Greece, HR=Croatia, HU=Hungary,
IS=Iceland, IE=Ireland, IL=Israel, IT=Italy, LV=Latvia, LI=Liechtenstein, LT=Lithuania, LU=Luxembourg,
MT=Malta, MK=Macedonia, ME=Montenegro NL=Netherlands, NO=Norway, PL=Poland, PT=Portugal,
RO=Romania, SK=Slovakia, SI=Slovenia, ES=Spain, SE=Sweden, SR=Serbia, TR=Turkey, GB=United Kingdom
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Quality of the proposed research project:
Please comment.

Quality score (delete as appropriate): 1 – unsatisfactory; 2 – adequate; 3 – good; 4 – very
good; 5 – excellent
Originality of the proposed research project:
Please comment.

Originality score (delete as appropriate): 1 – unsatisfactory; 2 – adequate; 3 – good; 4 –
very good; 5 – excellent
Feasibility and Impact on SoBigData:
Discuss whether the proposal is feasible given the short duration of the visit. Also comment
on how the proposed project would help enhance SoBigData’s impact through joint
publications, outreach to new countries/research groups, open source software, or any other
planned contributions that can realistically be expected to arise.

Feasibility Score (delete as appropriate): 1 – unsatisfactory; 2 – adequate; 3 – good; 4 –
very good; 5 – excellent
Overall Score

(delete as appropriate) 1 – unsatisfactory; 2 – adequate; 3 – good; 4 –
very good; 5 – excellent

In the event of equal scoring, weighting will be given to users who have not previously used the
SoBigData infrastructure, to young researchers and to those working in countries where no
research infrastructure is available. The selection panel shall also pay regard to issues of gender
equality.
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APPENDIX D. AGREEMENT TEMPLATE
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